
Good Morning, 

It’s Wednesday 1st April! Did you know, in Italy, France, Belgium and French-speaking areas 

of Switzerland and Canada, April 1 tradition is often known as "April fish". Practical jokes 

include attempting to attach a paper fish to other people's backs without being noticed.  

English Reading – Complete the comprehension questions about Pentecost. There is a Mild 

(1 Star), Medium (2 Stars) and Hot (3 Stars) to choose from. The answers are at the end of 

each section so you can check how you did at the end.  

English Writing – We have given you a choice illustrations to look  at and some questions 
that will help you write a short story about you and a friend. 
 

Maths – Column addition is something 

you’ve all done since at least Year 2. 

So we’re expecting very little help is 

going to be needed with the much of 

these questions. However, what’s life 

without a bit of challenge? We’ve 

thrown in some challenging stuff as 

well. Today should be about WHY you 

exchange/carry over a TEN or a 

HUNDRED, not just HOW you do it.  

PE 

We’d like all children to take part in Joe Wicks’ YouTube PE classes (The Body Coach TV) every 

morning at 9am. This will be a nice way for us to do something together as a year group before 

getting on with our daily work at 9:30am. You’ll be pleased to hear that when we were in school on 

Thursday and Friday this week the teachers were complaining about how much their muscles were 

aching from doing these.  

So if you’re a bit sore – you’re not alone.   

If you’re not sore – you’re not doing the exercises properly or fast enough! 

Music 
 
Today, we’ll be learning about some of the amazing work of Hans Zimmer. If you have seen The Lion 
King, Madagascar, Kung Fu Panda or Blue Planet, you’ve probably heard some of his music!  
 
Follow this link https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/classical-music-ks2-hans-zimmer-
earth/zvg4vk7 and read through the information about Hans Zimmer.  
 
Then, listen to the piece of music ‘Earth’. Once you have done so, create a piece of artwork, using 
materials of your choice, inspired by the music. Feel free to email your work over to the school office 
if you are proud of it! We’d love to share some more work on the year 5 page.  
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